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Introduction to IDS
By Olli Tuominen

Brief Introduction to Intrusion









The level of seriousness and sophistication of recent cyberattacks has risen dramatically over the past 10 years
The availability of widespread free automated intrusion tools
and exploit scripts duplicate the known methods of attack
Attacks are getting more sophisticated and easy to copy
Increased connectivity and complexity, increased availability of
vulnerability information and attack scripts via the Internet, and
dependence on distributed network services
The nature of computer crime is that it is unpredictable,
previous threats or attacks can not be used as a metric to
prepare for future threats or attacks – the basis for all today’s
signature-based ID products

What Is Intrusion Detection







E. Amoroso: Intrusion Detection is the process of
identifying and responding to malicious activity
targeted to computing and network resources
Analogy: security cameras and burglar alarms in a
house; Intrusion detection in Information systems
Categories: Attack detection and Intrusion detection
The goal of intrusion detection is to positively identify
all true attacks and negatively identify all non-attacks

Characteristics of ID










ID monitors a whole System or just a part of it
Intrusion Detection occurs either during an intrusion
or after it
ID can be stealth or openly advertised
If suspicious activity occurs it produces an alarm and
keeps logs that can be used for reports on long term
development
Human (Administrator) needed for alarm processing
ID systems can produce an alarm and/or produce an
automated response

Motivation of ID
The motivation for intrusion detection
varies for different sites:






Some use IDS for tracking, tracing, and prosecution
of intruders
Some use IDS as a mechanism for protecting
computing resources
Some use IDS for identifying and correcting
vulnerabilities

Why Intrusion Detection


Detecting and reacting to an attack:









Possible to stop the attack before anything serious happens
and do damage control
Knowledge of the attack and managing the damage
Information gathering of the attack and trying to stop it
from happening again

Information gathering of attacks against the ID
system; useful data for the security administration
Timely and correct response is imperative in IDS

Definition of Intrusion












Attack and intrusion can be viewed from a number of
perspectives; the intruder and the victim
Each perspective brings with it a criterion for judging the
success of the attack
An intrusion has taken place if the attack is considered
successful from the victims’ point of view (the victim has
experienced some loss or consequences)
Vulnerability in the victims system that is exploited by the
intruder with an objective enables a successful attack
The intrusion process ends when some or all objectives of the
intruder are realized or the intruder gives up
Because multiple perspectives are involved in a single attack,
defining what constitutes an attack is difficult

Different Kinds of Intrusion


The vulnerabilities exploited in this process range
from flaws in the software, for example buffer
overflow that can be exploited to elevated privileges,
exploitation of known weaknesses of a system with
exploit-scripts, to flaws in organizational structure
that allows a social engineering attack to obtain
sensitive information or passwords to accounts.
Attacks can involve one or more attackers and more
than just one victim

Consequences of Intrusion












If an intrusion has occurred without the user knowing/reacting to it,
the danger exists that the intruder gets control over all of the resources
and thus over the whole computer/network
Once accessing the network, the intruder’s main focus is to get control
of the system and to erase signs of entry.
The intruder may operate on stealth mode an secretly spread from
system to system, using the compromised network as a springboard
The intruder has various kinds of scripts; parking, cleanup of log files;
system, event files, file integrity checker files, and ID systems files
(Wipe 1.0, Wzap.c, Zap.c), etc. that he can use to strengthen his
position and making it almost impossible to get control over the
computer/network again.
Loss of reputation
Loss of confidentiality
Loss of valuable data

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection





Intrusion detection is a young field,
many terms are not used consistently
Analysis approaches
An analysis approach is a method used
by the IDS to determine whether or not
an intrusion has occurred

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection (cont.)
There are 2 categories of analysis
approach:
 Attack signature detection identifies patterns
corresponding to known attacks
 Anomaly detection identifies any
unacceptable deviation from expected
behaviour

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection (cont.)


Attack
An action conducted by the intruder, against the
victim. The intruder carries out an attack with a
specific objective in mind. From the perspective of an
administrator responsible for maintaining a system,
an attack is a set of one or more events that may
have one or more security consequences. From the
perspective of an intruder, an attack is a mechanism
to fulfil an objective

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection (cont.)




Exploit
The process of using a vulnerability to violate a
security policy. A tool or defined method that could
be used to violate a security policy is often referred
to as exploit script
False negative
An event that the IDS fails to identify as an intrusion
when one has occurred

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection (cont.)






False positive
An event that the IDS identifies as an intrusion when
none has occurred
Incident
A collection of data representing one or more related
attacks. Attacks may be related by attacker, type of
attack, objectives, sites, or timing
Intruder
The person who carries out an attack. Attacker is a
common synonym for intruder

Terminology of Intrusion
Detection (cont.)




Intrusion
A common synonym for the word attack; a
successful attack
Vulnerability
A feature or a combination of features of a system
that allows an adversary to place the system in a
state that is contrary to the desires of the people
responsible for the system and increases the
probability or magnitude of undesirable behaviour in
or of the system

Intrusion Detection Methods


Audit trail analysis





Network traffic analysis





On-line
Inspects the traffic to detect prohibited content (certain packet
types, URLs…)

Signatures of abnormal behaviour







Host based; usually a combination of data from various sources
Usually after the attack has occurred

Detects only previously known attacks
Profiles of normal behaviour
Normal behaviour is difficult to define

Heuristic analysis



Artificial intelligence, neural networks, etc.
Generates too many false positives

Intrusion Detection Methods
(cont.)




An ID system may use any of these methods
combined
Honey trap: something enticing left for the intruder
easy to find, false accounts with interesting names
with easy-to-crack passwords that generate alarms
when tampered with. The main purpose is to lure the
intruder into a trap; new intrusion signature,
diverting the attack from real important systems and
make the intruder waste time

IDS System Hierarchy


Every IDS has a sensor, analyser, and
user interface. The type of data that is
generated by a particular IDS varies
significantly. ID systems can be
classified into one of the following
categories based on the types of data
they examine.

IDS System Hierarchy (cont.)




Application
An application-based IDS examines the behaviour of
an application program, generally in the form of log
files.
Host
A host-based IDS examines data such as log files,
process accounting information, user behaviour, or
outputs from application-based ID systems operating
on a host

IDS System Hierarchy (cont.)




Network
A network-based IDS examines network traffic. It
may have access to outputs from host-based and
application-based ID systems operating within the
monitored network environment.
Multi-network/infrastructure
A multi-network IDS takes the form of a incident
response team(IRT), the input received by the
system comes from various sites within the
administrative domain. The data in this type of IDS is
generally from application, host, network, or other
multi-network intrusion detection systems.

IDS System Hierarchy (cont.)


The hierarchy of the ID systems is build on
these categories; the top of the hierarchy
being multi-network or infrastructure-based
ID systems and the bottom being applicationbased. An IDS at any point in the hierarchy
could receive data from any lower level in the
hierarchy in addition to a sensor that may
operate at the same level. Output from an
IDS can be utilized by other ID systems at
the same or higher levels in the hierarchy

Comparison of ID analysis
methods




Different kinds of analysis methods are used when
detecting known and unknown attacks
Attack signature based detection:
A signature-based system requires generally significantly
less configuration effort than a anomaly detection system,
since the latter requires a lots of data collection, analysis, and
updating. Signature-based systems ID systems produce
conclusions based on pattern matching. It can trigger an alarm
message because of a certain signature, or it can provide
supporting data that is relevant to the signatures occurrence.

Comparison of ID analysis
methods (cont.)


Anomaly detection
Anomaly-based systems are in generally more
difficult to configure because a comprehensive
definition of known and expected behaviour for a
system is required.






The users must understand, represent, and maintain the
expected behaviour of their system.
Automated support is available, but it takes time, and the
data must be unambiguous.
The output of anomaly-based ID systems generally produce
conclusions based on statistical correlations between actual
and expected behaviours.

Comparison of ID analysis
methods (cont.)





An advantage of the anomaly-based ID system is the ability
to detect novel attacks that manage to bypass the
signature-based system.
Anomaly-based systems produce more data.
The best results are obtained by combining the signatureand anomaly-based methods; the combination of both
methods provides the capability to detect a larger variety of
attacks and keep the signature-based system up to date

Methodology of Intrusion
Detection
By Zhou Mu
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System Vulnerabilities


Software bugs
Buffer overflows
programs written in c/ c++
Unexpected combinations
“| mail < /etc/passwd”
Unhandled input



System configuration

Default configurations “easy-to-use” means “easy-to-break-in”
Lazy administrators configured with an empty root/administrator password
Hole creation
a non-secure mode/ developing or testing configuration
Trust relationships hackers seek for the weakest point from the trust list

System Vulnerabilities (cont)


Password cracking

Really weak passwords names/birthday/nothing…
Dictionary attacks a program trying every word in it
Brute force attacks trying all possible combinations
Clear-text sniffing telnet, ftp, http…
Encrypted sniffing brute force attacks do the job
Replay attack
use the encrypted password/reprogramming the client part
Password file stealing /etc/passwd or SAM file in winnt
Observation
“monitor, keyboard and desk ….“
Social Engineering

System Vulnerabilities (cont)


Sniffing unsecured traffic
Shared medium
Server sniffing
Remote sniffing

sniffer does well in the shared ethernet, but not the switched one
SoftSwitch server( especially one acting as a router)
Most hubs support the RMON standard, which allow the intrude to

sniff remotely using SNMP, which has weak authentication



Design flaws
TCP/IP protocol flaws
UNIX design flaws

Intrusion Signatures


Reconnaissance
Exploits



Denial-of-service (DoS) Attacks



Reconnaissance Scans






Ping
sweeps to find which machines are alive
TCP scans looking for services/normal tcp connections/ half-open connections/FIN
UDP scans a little bit more difficult
OS identification sending illegal ICMP or TCP packet
Account scans
no passwords
password same as username
default account shipped with product
anonymous FTP problems

Exploits



CGI scripts
notoriously insecure
Web server attacks
example:



"::$DATA"

before IIS4.0 sp2

Web browser attacks
URL
HTTP
HTML
JavaScript
Java
ActiveX

url fields can cause a buffer overflow error
some fields passed to functions
MIME-type overflow
exploit the “file upload” function
robust but the occasional bugs
dangerous! Works as a trust model and runs code

Exploits (cont)


SMTP (SendMail) attacks
reconnaissance attacks/ VRFY command to find user name



IMAP



IP spoofing

retrieve e-mail from e-mail server/ a number of bugs in Exchange & Outlook
CISCO 2600 router access-list

SMURF a simple attack based on ip spoofing and broadcasts
TCP sequence number prediction a sequence number in start and end point
DNS poisoning through sequence prediction recursively



Buffer Overflows



DNS attacks

DNS overflow
statd overflow

DNS cache poisoning
DNS poisoning through sequence prediction

DoS (Denial of Service) Attacks





ICMP Attacks (Smurf)
Internet worms code red worm and NIMDA worm
TCP and UDP Attacks TCP/IP design flaws
Mass Email Worms
MS outlook express/default installation scripting enabled/ Melissa,
Love worm, Happy99 ….



Buffer Overflow

Methodology of Intrusion
Detection




Passive: (after the fact or on-line solution)
o Audit trail analysis
o Network traffic analysis
o Anomaly detection
o Misuse detection
o Combination of these methods
Positive: (before the fact)
o Honeypot

Audit Trail Analysis








The most popular way to detect intrusions
To determine vulnerabilities, establish accountability,
assess damage and recover the system
Most systems collect error messages, warnings and other
messages to some kind of system log
The major obstacle in developing effective audit analysis
tools is how to deal with the huge amounts of logging
data
Manual analysis of audit trails is cumbersome
An auditing system consists of two parts
Audit Data Collector:
Responsible for collecting the audit data

Audit Data Analyzer

Responsible for analyzing the audit data

Audit Trail Analysis (cont)




Data Sources
System logs
Application logs
Unix
lastlog -file
UTMP
who
syslog
sulog
aculog
logs by applications (sendmail, ftp, httpd)
ps

Audit Trail Analysis (cont)


Windows (NT)
System/Security Log
Administrative Tools Event Viewer ( Security)



Networked Auditable Events
Users logging in at unusual hours
Unexplained reboots
Unexplained time changes
Unusual error messages
Failed login attempts
Users logging in from unfamiliar sites

Audit Trail Analysis (cont)
Main problems


Determining what is a good audit probe point is a
difficult
open read/write
create/remove file
bad login
password change
add/remove user/group etc...





Tend to be expensive in terms of installation time
and effort, and in terms of maintenance
Can be very resource consuming with regard to
CPU, memory or storage

Traffic Analysis & Network
Monitoring




Network Monitoring: monitoring the network, raising an alarm if
problems are found, usually needs human intervention to fix the
problem
In some cases, a network management tool may also work as an
ID tool

— can detect Denial of Service
— can detect error conditions that may be a result of an attack
— can detect anomalies in network traffic and load
> e.g. a switch that changes to hub mode can indicate an eavesdropping attack




If you are using a network monitoring system, use it to get an
idea of what is normal in your network
Statistical Traffic Analysis with tolerance limits is a good starting
point for detecting new attacks
Abnormal behavior is always a reason to investigate

— unusual amount of traffic
— traffic between hosts that do not normally talk to each other
— unknown protocols

Traffic Analysis & Network
Monitoring (cont)
Main problems





To actually recognize an attack, you usually need more
information
Can not monitor user activities on the consol
Since traffic analysis collect all traffic on the network, a vast
amount of stoage is necessary and there is the processing
overhead of hardware such as CPU and NIC (network
interface card)

Anomaly Detection
General ideas :




Record users’ activities on the systems and creates
statistical profiles of the activities based on these records
Regards activities that markedly differ from normal use as
intrusions
If events are outside of a probability window of
“normal” generate an alert

Anomaly Detection (cont)
Typical anomaly detection approaches
 Statistical approaches

Behavior profiles are generated first
Adaptively learn the behavior of users so more sensitive than human
experts
Can be trained by intruders and intrusive events are considered normal



Predictive pattern generation

Tries to predict future events based on the events that have
already occurred based so called “rulebase”
Example :



E1 - E2 --> (E3 = 80%, E4 = 15%, E5 = 5%)

Neural networks

Train the neural network to predict a user's next action or
command, given the window of n previous actions or commands

Anomaly Detection (cont)
Anomaly Detection: Pro
 If it works it could conceivably catch any possible
attack
 If it works it could conceivably catch attacks that we
haven’t seen before
 Will not require constantly keeping up on hacking
technique
Anomaly Detection: Con
 Too many false positives/negatives
 Requires expertise to figure out what triggered the
alert

Anomaly Detection (cont)


Example: ( anomaly detection engine---SPADE)
[**] [104:1:1] spp_anomsensor: Anomaly threshold exceeded: 3.8919
[**] 08/22-22:37:00.419813 24.234.114.96:3246 -> VICTIM.HOST:80 TCP TTL:116
TOS:0x0 ID:25395 IpLen:20 DgmLen:48 DF ******S* Seq: 0xEBCF8EB7 Ack: 0x0 Win:
0x4000 TcpLen: 28 TCP Options (4) => MSS: 1460 NOP NOP SackOK
[**] [104:1:1] spp_anomsensor: Anomaly threshold exceeded: 10.5464
[**] 08/22-22:22:46.577210 24.41.81.216:2065 -> VICTIM.HOST:27374 TCP TTL:108
TOS:0x0 ID:10314 IpLen:20 DgmLen:48 DF ******S* Seq: 0x63B97FE2 Ack: 0x0 Win:
0x4000 TcpLen: 28 TCP Options (4) => MSS: 1460 NOP NOP SackOK
[**] [104:1:1] spp_anomsensor: Anomaly threshold exceeded: 7.8051
[**] 08/23-23:04:53.051245 VICTIM.HOST:31337 -> 64.230.133.196:3486 TCP TTL:255
TOS:0x0 ID:0 IpLen:20 DgmLen:40 DF ***A*R** Seq: 0x0 Ack: 0x22676B9 Win:
0x0 TcpLen: 20
[**] [104:1:1] spp_anomsensor: Anomaly threshold exceeded: 9.0907
[**] 09/02-01:30:31.545406 VICTIM.HOST:515 -> 24.42.220.45:1189 TCP TTL:64 TOS:0x0
ID:0 IpLen:20 DgmLen:60 DF ***A**S* Seq: 0x16FC5A7F Ack: 0x529F8CE7 Win:
0x16A0 TcpLen: 40 TCP Options (5) => MSS: 1460 SackOK TS: 124399151 14755839 NOP
TCP Options => WS: 0

Misuse Detection
General ideas:




Refers to intrusions that follow well-defined intrusion
patterns
These patterns can be written into the system in advance
So-called ”expert system”

Misuse Detection (cont)
Typical misuse detection approaches:









Expert systems
profiles are updated at periodic intervals
component --- intrusion scenarios and attack patterns
Need a security professional
Keystroke monitoring
a very simple technique that monitors keystrokes for attack patterns
Model Based Intrusion Detection
State Transition Analysis
“Network grep” - look for strings in network connections which
might indicate an attack in progress
Pattern matching - encode series of states that are passed through
during the course of an attack

e.g.: “change ownership of /etc/passwd” -> “open/etc/passwd for
write” -> alert

Misuse Detection (cont)
Misuse Detection: Pro

Easy to implement

Easy to deploy

Easy to update

Easy to understand
 Low false positives

Fast
Misuse Detection: Con

Cannot detect something previously unknown

Constantly needs to be updated with new rules

Easier to fool

Misuse Detection vs Virus
Scanning Systems












Both rely on meta-rules of vulnerabilities
Both need frequent rules updates
Both are easily fooled by slight mutations in
virus/attack signature
Both are fairly low in generating false positives
Virus Scanning Systems can detect thouands and thouands of
virus signatures; Misuse Detection only have signatures for a
few hundreds of attacks
Most Virus Scanning Systems vendors have daily updates
available from web; Misuse Detection updates a couple of times
a years
Most companies have Virus Scanning Systems; Using Misuse
Detection is still rare

HoneyPots


A honeypot is a system that is deliberately
named and configured so as to invite attack

Goals:
 Make it look inviting
 Make it look weak and easy to crack
 Monitor all traffic going in or out
 Alert administrator whenever someone
accesses
 the system

HoneyPots (cont)
HoneyPots: Pro







Easy to implement
Easy to understand
Reliable
Observe changing trends in network security
Find new threats to networked hosts
No performance cost

HoneyPots: Con



Assumes the hackers your really care about are really stupid
Waste your time

Host Based IDS (HIDS)
By Zhang Jin

What is HIDS


A host based intrusion detection system monitors the
security event logs or checks the changes to the
system, for example unauthorized login attempts and
aberrant file accesses, on the actual target machine.

Why HIDS







Network load often exceeds the processing
capability of network detectors and analysis
Encrypted network traffic cannot be analysed
The NIDS may not understand all protocols
Not all attackes happen over the network

Typical Host based Intrusion


Account Scans






Account with no password set
Default accounts that shipped with product
Account installed with software products

Rootkit






Ethernet sniffer, specialized for logging password
Trojan login replacement with backdoor
Support programs that are direct replacement for unix
utilities that could detect the installed Ethernet sniffer
Utility for installing the Trojan system program with the
same date/permission/uid/gid and checksum as the file
being replaced

How HIDS Works


Log auditing






File integrity checking




Most systems collect error messages, warnings and other
messages to some kind of system log
The event logs recorded the ”abnormal” behaviors
Calculate a set of digital fingerprint from a file

Trigger an alarm if suspicous activity is detected and
produce report for further investigation

Log Auditing


Rely on an appropriate configuration of the OS log
mechanisms





Windows based systems: Event log
Unix, Linux system : Syslog

Collects data flowing into system logs and search for
any information that match the “intrusion signature”


A couple of unauthorized login attempts within one minute

File Integrity Checking




HIDS stores a set of digital fingerprints of the files in
a database
If the file changes, calculating the digits again will
result in different digits and the changes can be
detected





Checksum can be defeated by carefully crafting the change
Cryptographic hashes are much more difficult to trick

HIDS need to calculate more than one type of hash
of the file is secure enough for most situations

HIDS Pros v.s. Cons (1/2)


Pros











Can analyze activities on the host at a high level of detail
It can often determined which processes and/or user are
involved in malicious activities
To use an agent-console model where agent run on
individual hosts but report to a centralized console
HIDS can detect attacks undetectable to the NIDS and
gauge attack effects quite accurately
HIDS can use host’s encryption service to examine encrypt
traffic, data…
HIDS have no difficulties on switch-based networks

HIDS Pros v.s. Cons (2/2)


Cons








Passive system that have to wait for an event to be an
indecation of an attack and cannot proactively prevent it
Data collection occurs on a per-host basis
Writing to log or reporting activity will generate extra load
for network
Clever hackers can attack and disable HIDS while attcking
HIDS does consume processing time, storage, memory and
other system resources.

Deception and Honeypots


Misleading attackers




Fake vulnerability trigger the alert





Give out wrong version information
Transfer easily crackable passwords across network
Well-known security holes

Requires Competence and Lawyer’s advices

Available HIDS


Log auditing based HIDS


GFI LANguard Security Event Log Monitor
http://www.gfisoftware.com



File Integrity HIDS


Tripwire for servers
http://www.tripwire.com

Network Based IDS (NIDS)
By Li Tan

Network IDS (NIDS)


Why we need NIDS?





A lot of intrustions come from the network
nowadays
It’s not so difficult to deploy
NIDS will help the network administrator to
protect their network from intrustions at network
level

What is NIDS?


Definition
Network Intrusion Detection Systems
(NIDS)
is a system which monitors packets on the
network wire and attempts to discover if a
hacker/cracker is attempting to break into a
system (or cause a denial of service attack).

Implementation of NIDS






NIDS can be installed on the host it
monitors.
NIDS can be divided into sensors and a
central analysis point.
In this presentation, we discuss about
the second implementation in detail.

Two-Part Architecture




Several sensors + one central analysis
point
If there is only one sensor installed, it’s
recommended to put it at the firewall so
that all the traffic going out of and into
the network can be monitored.

Methodologies Used in NIDS








Intrusion signature detection
Nework traffic analysis
The above two are the most typical methods. Other
common IDS methods may also be deployed.
Other methods can be: protocol analysis, content
investigation, etc.
All the above mentioned methods might be used by a
NIDS to provide good intrusion detection result. They
complement and help each other in the whole IDS.

Intrustion Signature Detection


Most intrusions have certain kind of pattern
which is identified as “signature”.
For example, a large amount of traffic from
one source to all the TCP ports may indicate
a port scan.

Intrustion Signature Detection






Intrusion detection by signature is quite similar to
virus detection. So it’s easy to implement.
The problem is that this method can only detect
those intrusions with the known pattern – “Signature”
There are several differences between intrustion
detection by signature and anti-virus software.
- There are much more fewer intrusion signatures than virus
signatures.
- Virus signature DB is updated much more frequently than
intrusion signature DB.
- There are more corporations between anti-virus software
vendors than between IDS vendors.
- NIDS is not as popular as anti-virus software nowadays.

Network Traffic Analysis




The essence is to use statistical analysis to
the network traffic with certain thresholds to
detect intrusion from the network.
Unusual network traffic should be analyzed.

What Do We Mean “Unusual”?








Unbelievable large amount of traffic from the outside
world.
A lot of traffic between hosts which normally do not
communicate with each other.
Strange data packets generated from unknown
protocols.
For example, a workstation used by an office girl
normally does not communicate with the server used
by R&D engineers at all. If one day this workstation
telnet to the server and the compiler is activated,
then most probably there are instrusions going on
inside the enterprise network.

HIDS v.s. NIDS








Host-Based IDS and Network-IDS are not exclusive
to each other.
They are just different intrusion detection approches.
Some commcercial product may use the
methodologies of both HIDS and NIDS
This kind of IDS is so-called Hybrid-IDS

Example of NIDS


There are many different kinds if NIDS products
available in the market. Some of them are freeware.



One of the most popular free NIDS is called Snort.



It’s an open source NIDS.



http://www.snort.org

Introduction to Snort




Snort is not so difficult to use. Basically three
different configurations available.
- sniffer mode
- packet logger mode
- NIDS mode
NIDS mode is the most complex and flexible
mode. It’s the topic of this lecture.

NIDS Mode of Snort


Enable NIDS mode of Snort
# ./snort -dev -l ./log -h 192.168.1.0/24 -

c snort.conf



The above command means that let Snort
work as NIDS for the network 192.168.1.0/24
according to the rules inside snort.conf file.

Example of Snort NIDS Rules


alert udp any any -> 192.168.1.0/24 5060
(content:"|01 6a 42 c8|"; msg: “SIP session signaling";)
The text up to the first parenthesis is the rule header and the
section enclosed in parenthesis is the rule options. The words
before the colons in the rule options section are called option
keywords. Note that the rule options section is not specifically
required by any rule, they are just used for the sake of making
tighter definitions of packets to collect or alert on (or drop, for
that matter). All of the elements in that make up a rule must be
true for the indicated rule action to be taken. When taken
together, the elements can be considered to form a logical AND
statement. At the same time, the various rules in a Snort rules
library file can be considered to form a large logical OR
statement.

Summary
By Li Tan

What IDS Can Do?





Protect your system
Secure the information flowing in the
system
IDS is one of the main targets of an
attack



Attack detection for the IDS itself
Secure the response channel from the
sensors

IDS vs. Anti-Virus Software








The majority of all companies use anti-virus software,
IDS still rare
Anti-virus software can detect hundred of thousands
of virus signatures; ID systems have signatures for
only a few hundred of attacks
Most anti-virus software has daily updates available
from the web; IDS vendors issue updates a couple of
times per year
The anti-virus software community shares signature
information much more effectively than the ID
community

The Future of IDS








IDS is a quite new area in security
engineering
The current solution does not work very
well in real life
There are still many things to
complement
The future and the potential of IDS are
really bright and attractive
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